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NEW QUESTION: 1
Refer to the exhibit.
After you configured DHCP snooping to block a roque DHCP server
from assigning IP addresses to devices on your network you
notice that all ports on the switch are still trusted.
Which correct the problem?
A. Disable DCHP snooping on all VLANS
B. Configure the ip dhep snooping rate limited command to rare
limit the interface a connects to the rogue DHCP server
C. Disable DHCP snooping on VLAN 1 only
D. Remove the ip dhep snooping trust command from all
interfaces on the witch except the Interface that connects to
the company DHCP sever.
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 2
Refer to the exhibit.
Which switch provides the spanning-tree designated port role
for the network segment that services the printers?
A. Switch1

B. Switch2
C. Switch3
D. Switch4
Answer: C
Explanation:
Printers are connected by hubs. Decide the switch that provides
the spanning-tree designated port role between Switch3 and
Switch4. They have the same priority 32768.
Compare their MAC addresses. Switch3 with a smaller MAC address
will provide a designated port for printers.
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Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 4
Refer to the exhibit. A user in RTP calls a phone in San Jose
during congestion with Call Forward No Bandwidth (CFNB)
configured to reach cell phone 4085550150. The user in RTP sees
the message "Not Enough Bandwidth" on their phone and hears a
fast busy tone. Which two conditions can correct this issue?
(Choose two.)
A. The called phone (San Jose) needs to have the AAR
destination mask of 4085550150 configured under the AAR
Settings.
B. The called phone (San Jose) needs to have AAR Group value of
AAR under the AAR Settings.
C. The called phone (San Jose) needs to have the AAR
destination mask of 914085550150 configured under the AAR
Settings.
D. The calling phone (RTP) needs to have the AAR destination
mask of 914085550150 configured under the AAR Settings.
E. The calling phone (RTP) needs to have the AAR destination
mask of 4085550150 configured under the AAR Settings.
F. The calling phone (RTP) needs to have AAR Group value of AAR

under the AAR Settings.
Answer: A,B
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Incorrect answer: A, C, D, E
Explanation: Explanation: Automated alternate routing (AAR)
provides a mechanism to reroute calls through the PSTN or other
network by using an alternate number when Cisco Unified
Communications Manager blocks a call due to insufficient
location bandwidth. With automated alternate routing, the
caller does not need to hang up and redial the called party.
Link:
http://www.cisco.com/en/US/docs/voice_ip_comm/cucmbe/admin/8_6_
1/ccmcfg/b03aar.html
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